
Class rules for Covid 19 

Darling Primary 

These rules are of the utmost importance and must be strictly followed because it is not only to 

protect your child, but the people around him or her.  If any of these rules get broken there will 

be serious consequences and immediate action will be taken against your child.  

1. Rows outside class: The learners  must stand on the marks provided (1.5 from each 

other) They must wear their masks. They may under no circumstances touch another 

learner. They must stand quietly in their areas. 

2. The learners will then  lead into class one at a time and sit in their designated seat. ( 

They must each be 1.5 metres apart from each other. 

3. Learners may only enter or leave the class with the educator's permission. 

4. Rules at the learner's desk: Learners may not turn around or move chairs and tables. 

Learners may under no circumstances stand and walk around in class. 

5. The only time that a learner may stand is if the educator has given permission to the 

bathroom. The learners must bring  a container with a lid for pencil sharpenings or 

rubbish as they may not get up and go to the dustbin. 

6. Learners may under no circumstances lend or borrow any items. 

7. If you are able to please provide your son daughter with their  own dictionary in English 

and Afrikaans to bring with them. 

8. Please ensure that your child has all the necessary stationary with him or her as they 

may not borrow or lend stationary to each other. The school will not provide these 

items. 

9. The learners may not stand up and go to the teacher or another learner. 

10. The mask must stay on the learners face  the whole day, except when they eat their 

lunch. 

11. If possible, please let your child bring their own hand sanitizer to school and to be with 

them at all times. 


